Biography
Meg Benedicte discovered early on that she had a unique gift for understanding subtle energies and later for discerning the
vigorous traumatic patterns that relate to dysfunction and ill health. Over the years, she has become a notable pioneer in
Quantum Healing, first through her own transformation and eventually working with thousands of clients spanning the globe.
Through her extensive research, Ms. Benedicte has created an original and powerful healing approach, the distinctive
proprietary process known as Unified Field Therapy®. In this healing program, Ms. Benedicte helps her clients to quickly
change their lives by altering out-of-date systems that limit the human experience.
Ms. Benedicte recognized her passion and gift for seeing beyond the world and into the subtle energies of those around her
at a young age. Blessed with a natural psychic ability, she began to understand the keys to life’s struggles, pain and disease
and was driven to transform her own debilitating life patterns. Pursuing an array of therapeutic treatments, she was
relentless in her pursuit for finding a healing modality that worked, and was successful when uncovering a vision into deeper
levels of consciousness.
As a pioneer in Quantum Healing, Ms. Benedicte experienced a profound awakening in 1994 that activated her inherent
template for performing and understanding the mechanics of the Quantum VortexTM as a powerful tool for transformation.
This experience was life-transforming as Ms. Benedict discovered the magnitude of change possible when tapping into the
Zero Point Field (vacuum dynamics) of a Torus Vortex, the source of creation for the Universe. According to research
physicists, a spinning Torus Vortex provides access to the most powerful force in the Universe - the Gforce
Ms. Benedicte is sharing her unique wisdom and the dramatic findings of her research with ever widening audiences. To this
end, in 2009 her first book was published, Soul Realized: Unlocking the Sacred Keys to Becoming a Divine Human, laying the
foundation for understanding her innovative process, Unified Field Therapy®. Practical ideas for supporting your personal
evolution include an explanation of why Duality can block the power of the Law of Attraction and what you must do about it.
Through Ms. Benedicte’s private healing sessions, clients experience deeper soul connection, feel lighter and more peaceful
within all levels of their energy, and begin to notice and observe daily habits and behavior that no longer resonate with their
increased consciousness. As clients clear out lower density and activate their innate healing powers, they begin to manage
and monitor their own energy and daily equilibrium. “By embracing Soul presence, we can break free of human limitations,”
states Ms. Benedicte. “This will enable our spiritual journeys to become enhanced.”
“In truth, living every day should be an act of love and joy,” says Ms. Benedicte. “Therefore it is my goal to empower every
person I can by helping them release old patterns and conditioning that keep them from living a life of bliss.”
Serving as a Visionary, Author, and transformational coach, Ms. Benedicte will continue to facilitate healings that catapult
her clients into deeper self-actualization. Working within the Quantum VortexTM system helps her clients to accelerate their
awakened consciousness and reach higher levels of spiritual enlightenment. Her loyal clients regularly experience deep
healing along with an abundance of life force, all while releasing limiting programs and energy patterns, fears and belief
systems that have long blocked their well-being and self-realization.

Biography (Cont'd.)
In 2010, Ms. Benedicte published the much anticipated Zep Tepi Alchemy Course, which uncovers the lost tradition of
ancient Egyptian Mystery Schools dating back to pre-dynastic time. Students of alchemical principles in the ancient Mystery
Schools were introduced to the secret wisdom and became Masters of Zep Tepi - the hidden mysteries of Creation
(genesis)! Zep means ‘time’ and Tepi means ‘first’. The Zep Tepi Course includes eBook and three Activation Downloads.
In the past few years, Ms. Benedicte expanded her personal appearances to larger groups in her weekly online radio show,
New Earth Central, and in her 2012 Global Intention Broadcasts. She will continue to offer Global Intention Broadcasts for
2013 and her powerful weekly Quantum VortexTM Energy Healing Activations to her subscription Membership. This is a
private weekly teleclass/webcast where she offers group healing upgrades, Live Calls and Q & A’s.
In the Pivotal year of 2012, she launched a Quantum VortexTM Certificate Training. The Quantum VortexTM is the universal
technology that provides the mechanics to accelerate and bend space/time… which opens our awareness beyond our
physical world and unlocks us from the limitations of linear time and stuck energy. The transformative spin of the
Quantum VortexTM is constructed from a series of harmonics with wavelengths that comply with the Golden Mean (Sacred
Geometry of Phi) version of the Fibonacci sequence and the sacred geometry of Metatron's Cube. This sacred geometry
can be found engraved in ancient temples all around the world.
Only one particular frequency signature (Golden Mean Symmetry) will activate an eternal circular motion in energy as selforganizing, nourishing and alive – as the fountain of Creation! When you experience that perfect connectivity of electrical
waves flow through you in the Phi Harmonic Spiral of the Quantum VortexTM – you have achieved Bliss! This is the alchemy
of our Universe! Ms. Benedicte is offering the Final LIVE 12 Week Teleseminar Course starting March 21st 2013, on how
to use the Quantum VortexTM technique to access the GForce!
Ms. Benedicte’s most popular Vortex Meditation CD is the Zero Point Harmonics, which guides you into a deep meditation
in the transformative Zero Point Field of a spinning Vortex. The Zero Point Harmonics Audio Activation is designed to
synchronize brainwaves into a non-polarized, relaxed state, which enhances the bio-energetic environment required for
soul-body integration and accelerated personal evolution. All Vortex Meditations are coded and embedded with
holograms that bend space, access thru 12th Dimension, and open the portal at the Crown Chakra to the Higher Self.
Coming up in 2013, Ms. Benedicte will be publishing additional Quantum VortexTM Meditation CDs and Downloads
to assist customers to maintain inner stillness during a busy lifestyle.
Ms. Benedicte is committed to continuing her research in quantum medicine, the future trajectory of health and
wellbeing, so everyone can access higher levels of human potential. This healer has dedicated her life to teaching and ever
improving upon her unique techniques for personal evolution and self-realization.
Ms. Benedicte was born and raised in Los Angeles, California, graduated from UCLA and now currently lives in Mt. Shasta,
CA. Her career spans more than 25 years both in the business world as well as a private healing practice. She is available
for consultations, radio and speaking engagements.

For more information, visit newearthcentral.com, megbenedicte.com and vortexmeditation.com

